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Hurricanes fall to Lightning: Quick observations from Carolina’s game in Tampa  

By Chip Alexander  

Quick observations from the Carolina Hurricanes’ second 
preseason game Friday, an 8-5 loss to the Tampa Bay 
Lightning: 

▪ The Lightning had Brayden Point, Nikita Kucherov, Victor 
Hedman and a mostly veteran cast in the game. The Canes 
left Sebastian Aho, Jordan Staal, Teuvo Teravainen, Jaccob 
Slavin and a lot of those guys in Raleigh. 

The vets made their mark. Derek Stepan and Jordan 
Martinook each scored for the Canes, who led 3-1 in the 
second period. The Lightning tied it 3-3 on a power-play goal 
from a newcomer with a little age on him, Corey Perry. 

Gabriel Fortier had a hat trick for Tampa Bay, the third goal 
shorthanded for a 7-5 lead in the third. C.J. Smith had two 
goals and an assist for the Canes, both in the third. Goalie 
Antti Raanta, in his first start, faced 25 shots and allowed 
seven goals. 

“We worked hard,” Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said after 
the game. “It was a good effort from our group.” 

▪ Seth Jarvis, who made his NHL preseason debut and had a 
game-high six shots, is in a tough predicament: either make 
the Canes roster for the season or be sent back to his junior 
team, the Portland Winterhawks. The problem is Jarvis, the 
Canes’ first-round draft pick in 2020, probably is not ready for 
the full grind of the NHL but is too good for another year in 
the Western Hockey League. 

One NHL scout at Tuesday’s game said Seth Jarvis was the 
best player he saw at the Tampa Bay prospects tournament 
last month among all four teams. If eligible to play in the AHL 
this season, Jarvis could continue to develop his game with 
better players while being eligible for callups to the Canes. 
But that wont happen. 

It’s possible Carolina could keep Jarvis, who has a three-
year entry-level contract, on the roster for nine games, then 
make their decision — likely an inevitable, unfortunate return 
to junior, not activating that first year of his contract. 

▪ Brind’Amour has said the biggest hurdle some of the new 
players have is the learning curve of absorbing the Canes’ 
aggressive system, especially for defensemen. So it has 
been for Ethan Bear, who come to Carolina in the trade that 
sent Warren Foegele to Edmonton and played his first game 
Friday for the Canes. 

Bear took a shot off the foot in the first and was in pain. But 
kept on playing, finishing with 21 minutes of ice time. 

▪ Brind’Amour had this to say about Jarvis’ game: “I liked that 
I say, really from everybody. I thought he really showed 
some offensive flair. He’s not a big guy but he was taking 
pucks to the net. The flip side, the learning curve on the 
defense, he kind of got puck-watching like every junior kid 
who comes to the league. He’s got some work there for sure 
but he’s looking like he’s got a lot of potential.” 

▪ Is it too early to speculate on how the goalie will split the 
regular-season games with Raanta and Frederik Andersen?  

One guess would be close to a 50-50 split, keeping the two 
veterans sharper and fresher. The caveat: injuries. The 
biggest caveat, of course: performance. 

Rough night Friday for Raanta, who didn’t get a lot of help in 
the third. “What are you going to say?” Brind’Amour said on 
the postgame media call. “I’m sure he’d like to have a couple 
back. We can’t give up those chances.” 

▪ This won’t be the season that Jarvis, Jamieson Rees and 
Jack Drury play for the Canes. But that season might come 
soon. Brind’Amour has to like their 200-foot games and 
commitment to playing in all three zones.
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Carolina Hurricanes 2021-22 season preview: Playoff chances, projected points, roster 
rankings 

By Dom Luszczyszyn 

The Hurricanes took a massive step last season, finishing 
third in the entire league and winning a tough Central division 
over the defending Stanley Cup champions. 

Sure, the Lightning were missing their best player and made 
it count come playoff time with a five-game series win, but it 
was still an impressive jump towards contender status for the 
Hurricanes. They proved they belonged in the league’s upper 
echelon on the backs of elite special teams and their 
characteristically strong possession game at even strength. 

The second round loss was a bitter end to an otherwise 
successful season, but the aftermath was probably harder to 
swallow. Change was likely coming given some of the 
contract situations the team was facing, but that didn’t make 
the team’s offseason any less puzzling. 

It would’ve been difficult for the Hurricanes to repeat last 
season’s success regardless of what the front office did this 
summer, but it looks even harder now. 

The Projection 

Since breaking out in the second half of the 2018-19 season, 
Carolina has looked like one of the league’s top teams. The 
Hurricanes have routinely been projected to be a near playoff 
lock and one of the teams to beat for the Stanley Cup. Last 
season they made due on that with a season where they 
paced for 117 points, but the model is forecasting a fierce 
market correction for 2021-22. Just 95-to-96 points, 13th 
best in the league, and not nearly a playoff lock at 62 
percent. In a tough division, the Hurricanes will have to earn 
their place again. 

That may be too harsh for a division winner from last season, 
but the model is highly skeptical of the changes made during 
the offseason. The difference equates to roughly five wins, 
essentially suggesting that the Hurricanes went from a true 
talent 105-point team to one closer to 95 points. Contender 
to pretender. 

That’s assuming the model is infallible gospel (it absolutely is 
not!) and that a team that usually makes very savvy moves 
actively got worse on purpose. The Hurricanes are a well-run 
organization and while the summer moves seemed suspect 
from the outside, the franchise deserves the benefit of the 
doubt. Some of the losses were unavoidable and the 
Hurricanes did the best they could to salvage that. The value 
of some of those changes comes down to a difference in 
opinion, where we’ll need to see the season play out to 
determine who’s less wrong.  

The Hurricanes are a smart team with access to much better 
data than I do and likely believe the difference in true talent 
compared to last season’s team is not nearly as drastic as 

this model makes it out to be. An internal model from another 
organization seems to echo that sentiment. 

I don’t have access to fancy, shiny data like NHL teams do 
— so you’re stuck with this imperfect model, one that’s pretty 
good at what it does, but may be missing key information 
when it comes to Carolina’s offseason overhaul. The biggest 
differences likely start in the crease, the most notoriously 
difficult position to predict. 

The Roster 

For clarity, each player’s projected win value shown is over a 
full 82-game pace to better visualize each player’s expected 
true talent level. The team’s simulated record accounts for 
injuries and expected time missed using a games played 
projection. 

Last season Carolina’s goalies collectively saved 20.6 goals 
above expected (about 29 goals above the average tandem 
as expected goals don’t currently equal actual goals due to 
the recent rise in scoring). That’s the second-highest mark in 
the entire league backed by a .920 save percentage. Alex 
Nedeljkovic saved 13.5 in just 23 games, Petr Mrazek saved 
10.4 in only 12 games and James Reimer brought everyone 
down a smidge allowing 3.3 over 22 games. It was an 
incredibly strong trifecta from a trio that not many would’ve 
expected to deliver such results. Nedeljkovic cleared waivers 
before the season started, Mrazek has only ever looked 
average, and Reimer wasn’t much either. The big key was 
that even if the Hurricanes brought back the same triad of 
netminders it was unlikely that they would repeat last year’s 
performance. It was largely unsustainable. 

It then becomes a question of “who would you rather have?” 
Is it the new tandem of Frederik Andersen and Antti Raanta 
or the old tandem of Mrazek and Nedeljkovic? Considering 
the cost was comparable, it’s likely Carolina made a choice 
here, one that the model is deeply skeptical of. Of the five 
wins the model believes the Hurricanes lost this summer, 3.2 
are in net, a seemingly massive downgrade. The model 
expects the new tandem to allow 1.4 more goals than 
expected, with the old tandem saving 20.2 (my model re-
centers expected goals so that they equal actual goals, so in 
relative terms to last season, it’s minus-10 vs. plus-12). 
That’s a big difference. 

Most teams opt for the devil they know rather than the devil 
they don’t, so it’s obviously very interesting that Carolina 
would save $300,000 per season to get that much worse. 
Essentially, someone is wrong (and it’s probably me). Either 
way, it’ll be a very exciting thing to look back on by season’s 
end and a helluva gamble by the Hurricanes. 

For goaltending, I’ve found that “what have you done for me 
lately?” is the best estimate of what they’ll do tomorrow. 
Projecting goalie value is always a fool’s errand so there’s a 
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wide range of error regardless, but I generally only look at 
the last two seasons, with a heavy emphasis on the most 
recent one. That helps explain why Mrazek is so highly 
regarded and Andersen isn’t, especially when primarily using 
goals saved above expected.  

Over the last two years Mrazek has saved 13 goals above 
expected off a .909 save percentage while Andersen has 
allowed 21 off a .905 save percentage. There’s a possibility 
that internal metrics can better account for team defence 
which may work in favour of Mrazek and against Andersen, 
but even by traditional measures Mrazek comes out on top. 
The longer you look back the closer the two goalies get. 
Carolina is obviously hoping for a bounce-back season for 
Andersen, closer to what he used to be a couple of seasons 
ago, while my model thinks Braden Holtby’s recent trajectory 
is a decent precedent for what to expect from Andersen. 
That he hasn’t been very good of late is a bad sign and it’s 
why he projects to replacement level next season. Over the 
last two seasons he’s allowed the 10th most goals above 
expected. Mrazek is an injury risk, but he’s still shown much 
more of late. 

While Andersen doesn’t grade out well, the model is a fair bit 
higher on Raanta who ranks 19th in goals saved above 
expected over the past two seasons with 4.2 off a .917 save 
percentage. He hasn’t played much due to injury and has 
just 45 games under his belt, but when healthy he’s shown 
some strong flashes. It wouldn’t be a surprise to see him 
usurp the starting job from Andersen this season. 

Letting Mrazek go wasn’t too wild, and neither was betting on 
Andersen or Raanta given their career numbers. Trading 
away Nedeljkovic to get there on the other hand still seems 
very strange after it finally looked like he broke out last 
season. That was over just 27 games though which is all this 
model uses. It ignores his weaker AHL numbers prior to his 
NHL breakout which means there’s a bit more reason to 
potentially be skeptical about what he is right now. The 
model regresses his numbers heavily, but it’s likely not 
enough as it anoints him as a starting goalie despite such a 
small sample. He was amazing in that time, sure, but that’s 
not enough to have full confidence in his ability to maintain 
that going forward. Over the last two seasons he and Mrazek 
are both top five in goals saved above expected and that’s 
likely led to both being heavily overrated by my model.  

I’d be skeptical of either delivering such strong results next 
season, but I’m not so sure I’d rather have Andersen or 
Raanta instead. While it’s possible they’re safer options 
given their lengthier histories, I’d personally prefer the 
tandem that’s shown more recently. Still, the difference likely 
isn’t as drastic as this model makes it out to be. 

The difference on defence with and without Dougie Hamilton 
will also be of huge interest and those that have followed this 
model for a while know of its deep affinity for Hamilton. That 
was apparent in the Devils preview and his absence is 
greatly felt here. It’s the reason an otherwise deep blue line 
only grades out as the 13th best without him, and it’s 
because by GSVA the team is currently lacking an elite 
defenceman. Jaccob Slavin would probably like a word about 
that. 

Widely regarded as one of the league’s most underrated 
defencemen, Slavin also fits that billing here per this model 
as his 1.6-win projection only ranks 32nd among 
defencemen. That’s probably too low for his ability to do 
whatever is asked of him, a well-balanced rear-guard. He 
moves the puck well, he can pass well, and he’s of course 
one of the most highly regarded defensive defencemen. Last 
season he had a 55 percent expected goals rate, a mark he 
hits like clockwork nearly every season. 

He’s good and there’s many who believe he was Carolina’s 
actual best defenceman over the last few seasons. This 
model doesn’t and that actually does have an effect on his 
projected value, downgrading him slightly for playing with a 
partner as strong as Hamilton. I’m sure there are many who 
feel like that distinction should go the other way around who 
are wondering what Hamilton will look like without Slavin. 
Personally, I’m wondering how Slavin will look without his 
more dynamic partner driving so much offence for the team’s 
top unit. 

The thing is, we’ve already seen what Slavin looks like 
without Hamilton by his side. It happened in 2019-20 when 
Hamilton missed some time due to injury and Slavin’s 
numbers immediately dropped to a middling rate. Over the 
last two seasons Slavin has spent 738 minutes away from 
Hamilton, most of which happened during that stretch. In that 
time his expected goals percentage was just 50.3 percent 
with a 54.4 percent actual goals rate. With Hamilton those 
numbers are 57.4 and 61.6 percent respectively. As for 
Hamilton, he’s at 59.9 and 68.3 percent over 250 minutes — 
barely impacted at all. 

There’s a lot of context missing from that, namely that Slavin 
had to play with Joel Edmundson or Trevor van Riemsdyk, 
but even in his time with Brett Pesce, a strong defenseman 
in his own right, Slavin’s numbers aren’t quite the same. I’d 
be worried about life without Hamilton. 

The team could choose to load up the top pair with what 
would likely be an elite shutdown duo, but for now Pesce is 
playing his own pair with Brady Skjei who the model 
continues to dislike. It views Pesce as the primary driver of 
that pair and there’s potential for him to fill some of the void 
left by Hamilton in terms of five-on-five impact. His 57 
percent expected goals rate was nearly identical to 
Hamilton’s last season and at five-on-five his scoring 
efficiency was a shade higher as well. His career has been 
up-and-down like a yo-yo, but he looked like a rock on the 
back-end last season. The blue line revolves around him and 
Slavin and both will have to continue being solid rearguards. 

That, and the newcomers will have to do their best to fill the 
void left in Hamilton’s wake. On the power play that role 
belongs to the controversial Tony DeAngelo who likely 
knows this is his last chance. He grades out quite well by 
GSVA as a power-play specialist and has proven in the past 
he can be a very effective puck-mover in a sheltered role. He 
only played six games last season due to poor off-ice 
conduct, but what he showed prior suggests he can be a 
capable power-play quaterback. He’s not on Hamilton’s level, 
obviously, which likely means Carolina’s power play will 
suffer, but he should be good for about 50 points next 
season. 
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It’s Ethan Bear who likely gets the first crack next to Slavin 
on the top pair and that will be a much bigger test in terms of 
helping to fill Hamilton’s shoes. He’s a five-on-five beast, 
driving play extremely well in tough minutes and that’ll be 
tough for any player to replicate let alone Bear. He’s a nifty 
player, but I’m not sure how much he can deliver in a bigger 
role. His 54 percent expected goals rate was among the best 
on Edmonton last season, but it came in a sheltered third-
pairing role. That was a demotion after being just average 
the year prior playing primarily with Darnell Nurse where the 
duo was out-chanced and outscored. Slavin is an upgrade 
over Nurse, but that discounts that Bear got to play a lot of 
minutes with Connor McDavid. I have my doubts he can take 
on the responsibility of a top-pairing role, though he’s 
probably a better fit than DeAngelo. 

The Hurricanes overhauled their defense and goaltending, 
but the changes up front were a bit more subtle. It’s still the 
same core cast, a couple of additions to the fourth line and 
then one major change to the top nine. That would be former 
No. 3 pick Jesperi Kotkaniemi who the Hurricanes stole in 
what appeared to be a vengeful offer sheet. 

Kotkaniemi projects to be a third-line caliber player after an 
uneven start to his career, but the potential to be more is 
obviously sizeable. The Finnish forward is only 21-years-old 
and we haven’t quite seen the best he can give quite yet. He 
has some high end comps like Aleksander Barkov, Mika 
Zibanejad and Ryan O’Reilly that suggest his ceiling remains 
quite high despite not showing much yet. His most intriguing 
asset so far is his defensive ability as he’s been a strong 
chance suppressor in two of his three seasons, but his 
offence has been a little slow to come by. Kotkaniemi scored 
at just a third-line rate last season and to reach the next level 
he’ll need to start producing more consistently.  

In his defence, he was rarely put in a role to do so in 
Montreal and that should change with Carolina. Coach Rod 
Brind’Amour likes to mix things up with the lines, but it seems 
the early goal in training camp was finding balance 
throughout the lineup. I would’ve figured we might see an all-
Finnish top line, but early looks have Kotkaniemi on the left 
of Vincent Trocheck with Teuvo Teravainen playing the right 
side. Both players are expected to score between 60-to-65 
points and should be very effective at five-on-five. Trocheck 
has found his scoring touch, putting up 2.02 points-per-60 in 
his first season as a Cane, while Teravainen has consistently 
put up 2.2 points-per-60 in each of the last four seasons. 
Both have decent histories as play drivers with Trocheck’s 56 
percent expected goals rate last season being among the 
team’s best. 

Both players project to deliver around two wins of value, but 
there’s potential for more with both players. Trocheck really 
found his stride with the Hurricanes and was worth 2.8 wins 
last season, the only issue is his priors aren’t as strong. That 
drags him back with the model reserving caution in case last 
season was a flash in the pan. As for Teravainen, he’s a 
player the model used to love much more as a high-end first-
line talent — but last year’s injury-riddled campaign was a 
step down. His value also drops due because he wasn’t on 
the top power play last season and he also had the team’s 
highest expected goals against rate allowing 2.78 per 60. 
He’s generally put up strong defensive numbers in the past, 

so that was odd to see and a bounce-back there would help. 
It’s also worth mentioning that he’s surprisingly passive in the 
transition game, only entering the zone with control 28 
percent of the time last season. That’s down from 38 percent 
in 2019-20 and 52 percent the year prior. 

In the name of balance, we also saw Andrei Svechnikov 
down on the third line during the start of camp and that’s a 
little disappointing to see. It’s not unusual to see Svechnikov 
next to Jordan Staal as he spent a third of his minutes there 
last season, but it feels like a move that limits Svechnikov’s 
offensive ceiling. His on-ice expected goal rate went down 
when playing with Staal last season and the actual goal rate 
went down even further — something that isn’t uncommon 
with Staal throughout the years. 

Staal isn’t a strong finisher and that limits Svechnikov’s 
potential production because of his underrated passing 
ability. Last season he led all Hurricanes in high danger 
passing rate and that made a huge difference depending on 
his center. With Staal, Svechnikov earned 0.76 assists per-
60. With Sebastian Aho that shot up to 1.66 per 60.  

The thing Svechnikov still needs to figure out is his own 
finishing ability. He is exceptional at creating chances for 
himself, earning one expected goal-per-60 or more every 
season, but actually finishing those has been a different 
story. Last season was his worst yet as he scored just 0.56 
goals off 1.02 expected goals, his worst yet. Once he figures 
that out, he has superstar potential. He’s already very close. 

That might be what helps turn Carolina into a more 
consistent league super-power, but it’s prudent not to anoint 
him just yet. It would give the Hurricanes one of the league’s 
better duos as they already have Aho at the top of the lineup, 
a franchise center. Aho does it all for this team, scoring, 
playmaking, puck-moving, defense, special teams — and 
he’s good at all of it. Relative to teammates, last season was 
Aho’s most impressive at five-on-five in terms of driving 
expected goals and he’s shown a knack for being even 
better at driving actual goals, something the Hurricanes are 
always in need of. He’s becoming a more complete player 
with each passing season and should be a point-per-game 
threat for Carolina. A 90-point season or higher isn’t out of 
the question either, especially if Svechnikov is a regular on 
his left side and has the breakout campaign we’re all 
expecting. 

For now, it’s Nino Niederreiter and Martin Necas flanking 
Aho, a vote of confidence for the star center that he’s strong 
enough to not need the team’s best wingers by his side to 
dominate. It’s also a vote of confidence for Necas and that 
previous sentence may be a disservice to his ability. He’s 
one of the league’s fastest players and he’s great with the 
puck. It wouldn’t be a shock to see him have his own 
breakout, especially next to Aho. He essentially had one last 
season scoring at a 63-point pace and the model expects 
more of the same this year, but at his age it’s possible 
there’s an even higher level he can attain. As impressive as 
his scoring was, he was one of the lesser forwards in terms 
of expected goals percentage last season, and maybe it’s for 
that reason he’s with Aho and Niederreiter, two of the team’s 
best at driving play. Niederreiter had a nice bounce-back in 
production last season, getting back to a 50-point pace, but 
more importantly he was back to being a dominant two-way 
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force at five-on-five. His 58 percent expected goals was 
second among all forwards. 

The forward group is quite deep and grades out top 10 
league-wide for a reason. There’s potential to see it grow 
even further with Aho, Svechnikov, Kotkaniemi and Necas all 
having potential to hit another level. That would go a long 
way towards seeing Carolina taking its rightful place among 
the league’s elite. 

There are a lot of questions left to be answered by the new 
look goaltending tandem and the defence looks weaker 
without Hamilton, but the bones of this team remain strong. 
Carolina has built a very strong core that showed what it was 
capable of last season. There’s likely a step back in store 
this season, but that doesn’t mean the team is off course 
towards its ultimate goal. The Hurricanes will be a team to 
watch this season as there’s plenty of potential for them to 
prove their worth once again – there just also happens to be 
plenty of risk too after an offseason of change.

 

 

 

Back on the ice: Stelio Mattheos’ journey back from cancer 

The Hurricanes prospect is finally feeling like his old self 
during this year's training camp 

By Shawn Krest 

Stelio Mattheos laughs when someone compliments him on 
his hair. He runs his hand through it, black and matted to his 
head, still damp with sweat from the morning skate at 
Carolina Hurricanes training camp. 

“Yeah, thanks,” he says. “Seems like it came back nicely. So, 
it’s a little curlier. Why, I don’t know. I’m having some fun 
with it now, and, you know, I get to show it sticking out of my 
helmet.” 

The last time he was in PNC Arena for Hurricanes camp was 
in September 2019, when the then-20-year-old Hurricanes 
prospect was completely bald and in the fight of his life. 

A third-round draft pick by Carolina in 2017, Mattheos made 
his professional debut with the Charlotte Checkers, then the 
Hurricanes’ top minor league affiliate, in March 2019, 
following back-to-back 40-goal seasons in the junior WHL. 
The 19-year-old helped lead Charlotte on a run through the 
playoffs, culminating with a victory in the Calder Cup Finals. 

There had been some red flags in the days leading up to 
winning the championship. Mattheos felt pain while walking 
through the airport as the team was traveling to a playoff 
game, and, just before the final game of the championship 
series, he had trouble catching his breath. 

“Something just didn’t feel right,” he says. 

Two days after raising the Cup on the ice and four days 
before he was turning 20, Mattheos got back his test results 
explaining the symptoms. He had testicular cancer. 

Mattheos would undergo surgery to have a testicle removed, 
followed by three rounds of chemotherapy. 

“The low point was probably when I found out I needed 
treatment, because I thought I might get lucky and just have 
to get to surgery,” he says. 

As a pro athlete, Mattheos was used to pushing his body to 
the limits and ignoring physical discomfort and pain. The 
cancer treatment, however, was something different, entirely. 

“It’s probably not, not that close,” he says, struggling to find 
the right words, then having them pour out in a flood. “No, I 
don’t know. It’s …  it’s hard to really compare them, but you 
kind of just have to adopt that warrior mentality. But you’re 
just, you’re just never feeling good and you’re just, uncertain 
about things. And, again, just the hours, the hours at the 
hospital and, you know, all the stuff they put in through my 
veins and everything. It’s just … you can’t really can’t really 
mimic that or, you know, compare that to hockey, honestly. 
It’s just real life.” 

Mattheos returned to the ice midway through the next 
season and has battled injury, as well as a pandemic-related 
shutdown, as he tries to get back to the shape he was in 
prediagnosis. 

“Quite a long time, probably,” he says of when he started to 
feel like his old self. “Till this past offseason,  honestly. I had 
two groin surgeries, so it’s very tough, and I still have to do a 
lot of maintenance there.But  I’m feeling healthy again and 
ready to go.” 

He lost 10 to 15 pounds during treatment and still hasn’t 
gained it all back. 

Chances are, he’ll have trouble making the Hurricanes this 
season and will have to start the year with another trip to the 
minor leagues. 

“You always root for guys like that,” Hurricanes coach Rod 
Brind’Amour says, “But then, you’ve got a job to do. So I 
think you’ve just got to evaluate based on where he’s at.” 
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Where he’s at right now is certainly a better place than he 
was two years ago, and his journey back is still ongoing. 

“It’s certainly tough,” Mattheos says. “Extremely tough, 
physically, and tougher mentally, as well. You know, I think 
we’re athletes. We’re really conditioned physically to deal 
with, you know, any injuries or illness that kind of comes our 

way, and mentally it’s … it’s a lot bigger grind, I found. It took 
awhile to, you know, feel like myself again. … Stuff doesn’t 
change overnight. So you just … I’ve always, had to keep 
working on things mentally and physically. And I’m going to 
just keep doing that and keep trying to improve every day 
and prove that I can show my old form and keep improving.”

 

 

 

Recap: Despite Defeat, Young Canes Lineup Shows Promise 

Bolts score five in the third to take the 8-5 victory 

By Walt Ruff 

TAMPA, FL - Rod Brind'Amour said that Friday night would 
be "another look at some of our younger guys". In a game 
that included 13 goals, it's safe to say plenty of looks were 
had. 

"If you take the score out of it, it wasn't a bad game. It just 
seemed like everything went in," the head coach remarked. 

A prospect-laden Carolina roster was in the drivers seat to 
start, holding a commanding 18-6 lead in shots and a 2-1 
advantage on the scoreboard. Combatted by a crew that 
included a bulk of the Bolts championship roster, 
Brind'Amour said that he felt the opposition put the foot on 
the gas as the game went on - ultimately leading to the final 
result. 

"We had a lot of young players playing their first time in the 
league and you know that they were going to give everything 
they had. [Tampa] had a little bit more of a veteran group 
that maybe wasn't as interested early on, and then things 
changed when the stakes got a little bit higher." 

THE DIFFERENCE 

Most times any team scores five goals in one period, it's 
usually a good indicator that things are going well for them. 

What began the snowball effect to the Lightning's quintet of 
third period strikes was just two key players making quick 
decisions. After Carolina had broken the 3-3 tie to take a 
lead early in the frame, Pat Maroon collected and threw a 
puck on net through a sea of bodies that found its way past 
Antti Raanta. 

Despite being answered by C.J. Smith's second of the night 
13 seconds later, Brayden Point used the same methodology 
in the next minute to steal any momentum the Canes had 
garnered. 

Sometimes it doesn't have to be flashy; put the puck on and 
good things happen, as the old adage goes. That paid 
dividends twice for the home side, leading them to four 
unanswered. 

THE POSITIVE SIDE 

Jarvis' First Showing A Success 

2020 first round draft selection Seth Jarvis made his 
preseason debut Friday, much to the delight of Canes fans 
hoping to catch a glimpse of their future. 

"I liked what I saw," Brind'Amour said. "I thought he really 
showed some offensive flair. He's not a big guy but he was 
taking pucks to the net and that was great to see." 

Playing wing alongside Josh Leivo and Jack Drury, the 
Winnipeg, Manitoba native led all skaters in the game with 
six shots on goal. 

Putting Pressure On 

Not only did the young guys in the lineup look hungry Friday, 
but a collective effort of pressuring the puck resulted directly 
in at least two goals for the team. 

In the second period Derek Stepan hustled in to take 
advantage of a missed connection between Tampa 
netminder Hugo Alnefelt and defenseman Jan Rutta, setting 
up Jordan Martinook for an easy tally. Then to start the third 
period, the trio of Ryan Suzuki, Spencer Smallman and C.J. 
Smith hemmed the Lightning in their own end before Smith 
capped off the sequence by finding the back of the net. 

"Roddy's system has us chipping pucks in, working hard, 
reloading and putting pressure on. We make them have to 
make plays and we created a lot of turnovers because of 
that," Smith said post-game. 

QUOTE OF THE NIGHT: 
"I thought we did a lot of good things. Obviously when they 
put up that many goals it's frustrating but what Rod demands 
and what you need to play in the NHL is work ethic. I thought 
we had that, we worked hard. There's a lot of things that we'll 
have to look at and go to the drawing board to figure out, 
because that's what we demand." - Brendan Smith 

UP NEXT: 
Tuesday night the Canes play their final home preseason 
game, hosting the Nashville Predators at 7 p.m.
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Gabriel Fortier has hat trick, Lightning beat Hurricanes 8-5 

TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — Gabriel Fortier had a hat trick to help 
the defending Stanley Cup champion Tampa Bay Lightning 
beat the Carolina Hurricanes 8-5 in exhibition play Friday 
night. 

Corey Perry scored twice, Ondrej Palat, Brayden Point and 
Pat Maroon added goals and Hugo Alnefelt stopped 39 
shots. 

C.J. Smith scored two goals for Carolina, Derek Stepan, 
Spencer Smallman and Jordan Martinook also scored, and 
Antti Raanta made 18 saves. 

KRAKEN 2, OILERS 1, OT 

EVERETT, Wash. (AP) — Jared McCann scored on a power 
play at 4:02 of overtime to lift expansion Seattle past 
Edmonton. 

Jaden Schwartz tied it for the Kraken with 58 seconds left in 
regulation. Brendan Perlini scored for Edmonton in the 
second period. 

Philipp Grubauer made 16 saves for Seattle. Stuart Skinner 
stopped 22 shots for Edmonton. 

DEVILS 7, RANGERS 1 

NEWARK, N.J. (AP) — P.K. Subban opened the scoring and 
had an assist, Jonathan Bernier made 24 saves and New 
Jersey routed New York. 

Janne Kuokkanen, Tyce Thompson, Tomas Tatar, Pavel 
Zacha, Jimmy Vesey and Dawson Mercer also scored for the 
Devils. 

Mika Zibanejad had a power-play goal for the Rangers. Igor 
Shesterkin and Adam Huska each played half the game in 
goal. Shesterkin started and allowed four goals on 20 shots. 
Huska stopped 11 of 14 shots. 

PANTHERS 6, STARS 3 

SUNRISE, Fla. (AP) — Aleksander Barkov and MacKenzie 
Weegar each had a goal and an assist in Florida’s victory 
over Dallas. 

Markus Nutivaara, Kevin Connauton, Jonathan Huberdeau 
and Sam Reinhart also scored for Florida. Sergei Bobrovsky 
allowed a goal on 11 shots in the first two periods, and 
Christopher Gibson stopped 14 of 16 shots in the third. 

Denis Gurianov scored twice for Dallas and Jason Robertson 
added a goal. Anton Khudobin made 30 saves. 

PENGUINS 2, SABRES 1 

BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) — Casey DeSmith stopped all 11 shots 
he faced in the first 30 1/2 minutes to help Pittsburgh beat 
Buffalo. 

Louis Domingue stopped 20 of 21 shots in relief, and 
Dominik Simon and Michael Chaput scored for the Penguins. 

Tage Thompson scored for Buffalo. Craig Anderson made 18 
saves on 20 shots in the first two periods, and Dustin 
Tokarski stopped six shots in the third. 

BLUES 6, BLACKHAWKS 3 

CHICAGO (AP) — Ivan Barbashev, Nathan Todd, Pavel 
Buchnevich, Robert Thomas, Vladimir Tarasenko and Jake 
Neighbours scored in St. Louis’ victory over Chicago. 

Jordan Binnington allowed two goals on 20 shots in the first 
two periods, and Colten Ellis stopped six of seven shots in 
the third. 

Alex DeBrincat, Caleb Jones, and Ryan Carpenter scored for 
the Blackhawks. Marc-Andre Fleury started and made 15 
saves on 17 shots in 33:01. Collin Delia allowed three goals 
on 22 shots in relief. 

SENATORS 7, CANADIENS 2 

OTTAWA, Ontario (AP) — Alex Formenton had two goals 
and an assist, Matt Murray made 25 saves in his first game 
since April 24 and Ottawa routed Montreal. 

Drake Batherson and Josh Norris each had a goal and two 
assists, and Austin Watson, Nick Paul and Egor Sokolov also 
scored. 

Alex Belzile and Christian Dvorak scored for Montreal. Jake 
Allen allowed six goals on 29 shots in the first two periods, 
and Kevin Poulin gave up a goal on five shots in the third. 

FLAMES 4, CANUCKS 1 

CALGARY, Alberta (AP) — Johnny Gaudreau scored his first 
goal of the preseason and added an assist in Calgary’s 
victory over Vancouver. 

Matthew Tkachuk also had a goal and an assist and Mikael 
Backlund and Brett Ritchie added goals. Jacob Markstrom 
got his first pre-season start and turned aside 14 of 15 shots 
in the first two periods, and Dustin Wolf made seven saves in 
the third. 

Jonah Gadjovich scored for Vancouver. Thatcher Demko 
made 27 saves. 

GOLDEN KNIGHTS 4, KINGS 0 

LAS VEGAS (AP) — Laurent Brossoit made 37 to lead 
Vegas past Los Angeles. 
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Daniil Miromanov scored twice, and Alec Martinez and 
William Karlsson added goals for the Golden Knights. Cal 
Petersen stopped 23 shots for Los Angeles.

 

 

Young Hurricanes lineup outmatched by Lightning in preseason tilt: Three Thoughts 

A young Hurricanes group got outmatched by the Lightning 
in their second preseason game. 

By Brett Finger  

It was a tale of two halves for the Carolina Hurricanes on 
Friday night in their preseason rematch against the Tampa 
Bay Lightning. 

Rod Brind’Amour went with a young, inexperienced lineup for 
game two of their exhibition schedule and that was on full 
display in the second and third periods as Tampa’s veteran-
heavy group outmatched the Canes and ran away with an 8-
5 win. 

Here are three takeaways from Carolina's second preseason 
tilt.  

Another strong offensive night from Carolina’s young 
forwards 

Carolina’s top prospect was very noticeable in his preseason 
debut. 

2020 first-round pick Seth Jarvis had the team’s best early 
chance via a powerplay opportunity. He fired a point-blank 
shot that was stopped by Tampa’s Hugo Alnefelt. He piled up 
five shots on goal on Friday and was an active force in the 
offensive zone throughout the game. 

Due to the NHL’s agreement with the CHL, Jarvis will have to 
go back to the Portland Winterhawks of the WHL if he 
doesn’t make the Hurricanes out of camp. Based on his 
dominant play in the AHL last season before the junior 
season started and the early returns from training camp, it 
seems pretty clear that he is ready to graduate from the 
junior level. 

Jack Drury and Jamieson Rees stood out in a big way in the 
preseason opener and they were every bit as active in game 
two. 

Rees’ tenacity was apparent all over the ice, including an 
instance in the second period where his dogged 
forechecking forced the Lightning into taking a holding 
penalty. Drury was solid in all three zones, winning faceoffs 
against established NHL centermen and showing some 
offensive flare along the way. 

Ryan Suzuki’s playmaking was on display, especially on the 
power play. He picked up a pair of assists, including a 
gorgeous feed on CJ Smith’s first goal of the night. 

David Cotton had a breakaway chance in the third period 
that he couldn’t capitalize on, but he tallied an assist. Joey 
Keane looked very comfortable quarterbacking the first 
power-play unit and he had a nice assist on Derek Stepan’s 
first-period goal. 

Spencer Smallman has gone through plenty of hardships in 
his early career due to injuries, but he was yet another 
standout performer in Tampa. He had a slick backhand finish 
right on the goal line for a goal and he added an assist. 

As impressive as some of the kids were, there were very 
noticeable lulls in the defensive zone from top prospects, 
especially as the game wore on. That, of course, is to be 
expected, and we’ll dive into that more in a bit. 

Veterans establish their presence 

The Hurricanes iced a very young lineup in Tampa, but they 
were led by a group of veterans who will be on the opening 
night roster. 

Derek Stepan and Jordan Martinook both found the back of 
the net on Friday and were steady throughout the night. 
Their work on the penalty kill was especially noticeable. 

Depth guys like Smith and Stefan Noesen looked well 
acclimated and made quality contributions. When injuries hit, 
those guys will be among the first players to get NHL looks. 
Noesen didn’t find the scoresheet, but he checks a lot of 
boxes for a depth bottom-six forward. 

Antti Raanta’s first night in net for Carolina was a bit of a 
disaster, but it wasn’t entirely on him. After allowing an early 
goal, he seemed to calm down and get into the game, but 
things fell apart around the midpoint in the game as Tampa 
really started to hit their stride. 

The third period saw the Canes make a series of bad 
defensive mistakes and Raanta had to deal with some big 
messes as a result. The veteran backstop allowed seven 
goals on the night, a few of which were ones he’d probably 
want back. 

For a veteran goalie like him, the most important thing is for 
him to see shots and get comfortable. He’ll get another start 
before the end of the preseason. 

A predictable outcome 

Credit to the Canes’ young guns, they came out with tons of 
energy early in the game and delivered a number of blows to 
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a veteran Bolts lineup, but as the game went on and Tampa 
got their game together, it was somewhat of a lopsided affair. 

Mainstays Corey Perry, Pat Maroon, Ondrej Palat, Nikita 
Kucherov, and Brayden Point all had multi-point nights, and 
all but one of them had three-point nights, while the trio of 
Victor Hedman, Mikhail Sergachev, and Jan Ruuta all logged 
north of 20 minutes. 

The common theme in postgame was that the late collapse 
wasn’t due to a lack of effort. It was a collection of largely 
young guys with little or no experience playing together who 
made a few costly mistakes. It’s the preseason. These are 
valuable little learning experiences. 

Brind’Amour said that, on the whole, he liked what he saw 
from his guys. 

 

They said it: Brind’Amour, C.J. Smith, Brendan Smith on preseason game two  

Rod Brind’Amour, C.J. Smith and Brendan Smith spoke to 
the media following Friday night’s 8-5 loss in Tampa.  

By Andrew Schnittker and Brett Finger 

A prospect-heavy Hurricanes group started strong against a 
veteran-heavy Lightning group in game two of the 2021 
preseason slate Friday night, but faded late in an 8-5 road 
loss. Still, there was plenty to like from Carolina’s young 
group. 

Rod Brind’Amour, C.J. Smith (who scored two goals) and 
Brendan Smith spoke to the media after the game, here’s a 
full breakdown of everything they had to say:  

Rod Brind’Amour  

On what he saw from Seth Jarvis in his first preseason 
game: I liked what I saw, really from everybody, to be honest 
with you. You take the score out of it, it was not a bad game. 
It seemed like everything went in. I thought he really showed 
some offensive flair, and he’s not a big guy, but he was 
taking a bunch to the net. That was great to see. On the 
flipside, there’s a learning curve on defense. He kind of got 
caught puck watching, which it seems like every junior kid 
that comes to the league their first year, that’s what they do. 
So he’s got some work there for sure to play away from the 
puck, but he’s looking like he’s got a lot of potential. 

On if Antti Raanta can just put this game behind him: I would 
hope so. What are you going to say? I’m sure he’d like to 
have a couple of those back. They were good shots, it was 
weird. Every one seemed like it was off the post, so we just 
can’t give up those chances. A lot of them were right there 
but not quite there. You just can’t do that in this league. All in 
all, I was actually pleasantly surprised with how the game 
was going, it’s just the outcome didn’t work out.  

On the strong start to the game: We worked hard. We’ve got 
a lot of young players with their first time playing in the 
league, you know you’re going to come out and they’re going 
to give it everything they have, and they had a more veteran 
group that probably wasn’t as interested early on. Things 
changed as the stakes got a little higher, but it was a good 
effort from our group.  

C.J. Smith 

On what the team can get out of a game like that: A lot of 
learning clips. You just realize how small mistakes can end 
up in the back of your net. It’s a game of inches and I think 
the third period showed where, if you stop behind your man 
just the slightest bit, they get a goal and it changes the 
momentum of the game. 

On the team’s strong start: With Roddy’s system, chipping 
pucks in and working hard and reloading and putting a lot of 
pressure everywhere on them. Making them have to make 
plays. I think we created a lot of turnovers early in the game 
and a lot of scoring chances. 

On if the team’s lack of experience together was the reason 
for things falling apart: I don’t think anyone gave up or wasn’t 
working hard. It’s early on and we have a lot of young guys 
playing and a lot of new guys who haven’t played with each 
other. Really, getting simple and realizing you have to play 
60 minutes. You can’t just play 20, 40 minutes. 

Brendan Smith 

On if it was nice to get back out there in a live game: Yeah, I 
thought we did a lot of good things. Obviously, when they put 
up that many goals, it’s frustrating, but what Rod demands 
and what you need to have to play in the NHL is work ethic. 
We worked hard. There are a lot of things that we need to 
maybe look at and go to the drawing board and figure it out 
because that’s what we meant. Be quick, on your man, and 
when we did that we were effective. We took pucks in and 
made life miserable on them. I think there are areas, for me, I 
think are learning. When you have a younger squad like that, 
there are some areas where guys will learn and get better. 
You never want to see that many goals against, but that’s 
why it’s preseason. 

On if Tampa’s experience played a factor as the game went 
on: I think that the guys who are pros and have been doing it 
for a long time know how to play the game. They’ve been 
doing it for a longer time. When there’s a chance to chip the 
puck in, they make the right reads. You just learn, that’s 
game management. There are areas where when you’ve 
been around for a long time, 200, 300, 400 games, you know 
what to expect. I think they just know the game a little better 
and where to take chances and where not to, so that’s an 
area. For me, I was pleased with how hard the guys worked. 
A lot of work ethic and leadership from the guys there, and 
that’s what we want. We can live with the mistake because 
you’re learning and getting better from it. That’s what 
preseason is for, to learn from that, be tighter on your man. 
That’s what Roddy preaches. 

On playing with Ethan Bear: It was fun. He obviously has a 
lot of talent. We haven’t had a lot of time playing with each 
other, but it was exciting for me. He can move fast, he’s got 
good skill, he can move the puck very well, and he likes to 
defend hard. I enjoyed our combo. I thought we paired well. 
We went up against the big boys a lot and I liked our 
partnership.
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TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article254696287.html 

https://theathletic.com/2847479/2021/10/02/carolina-hurricanes-2021-22-season-preview/ 
https://nsjonline.com/article/2021/10/back-on-the-ice-stelio-mattheos-journey-back-from-cancer/ 

https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/recap-despite-defeat-young-canes-lineup-shows-promise/c-326516718 
https://apnews.com/article/nhl-sports-hockey-tampa-new-york-fc24a2b249b9e6ba45261813b3f2ea1b 

https://www.canescountry.com/2021/10/1/22705241/young-carolina-hurricanes-lineup-outmatched-tampa-bay-lightning-preseason-tilt-three-
thoughts-nhl 

https://www.canescountry.com/2021/10/1/22705322/carolina-hurricanes-c-j-smith-brendan-smith-rod-brindamour 
 
 
 
 
 

 


